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VASABI: Hierarchical User Profiles for
Interactive Visual User Behaviour Analytics
Phong H. Nguyen, Rafael Henkin, Siming Chen, Natalia Andrienko, Gennady Andrienko,
Olivier Thonnard and Cagatay Turkay

Fig. 1. The VASABI interface realises our multifaceted, visual user behaviour analysis approach through hierarchical profiles. We
concurrently visualise and interrelate: clusters of users based on tasks extracted with a topic-modelling based approach (top-left), user
profiles with multiple features (top-right) and distribution of sessions over time (middle). Selected sessions (brown brush over temporal
histogram) are also highlighted both within the user profiles as orange dots and analysed further in the session timeline (bottom).
Abstract— User behaviour analytics (UBA) systems offer sophisticated models that capture users’ behaviour over time with an aim
to identify fraudulent activities that do not match their profiles. Motivated by the challenges in the interpretation of UBA models, this
paper presents a visual analytics approach to help analysts gain a comprehensive understanding of user behaviour at multiple levels,
namely individual and group level. We take a user-centred approach to design a visual analytics framework supporting the analysis of
collections of users and the numerous sessions of activities they conduct within digital applications. The framework is centred around
the concept of hierarchical user profiles that are built based on features derived from sessions, as well as on user tasks extracted
using a topic modelling approach to summarise and stratify user behaviour. We externalise a series of analysis goals and tasks, and
evaluate our methods through use cases conducted with experts. We observe that with the aid of interactive visual hierarchical user
profiles, analysts are able to conduct exploratory and investigative analysis effectively, and able to understand the characteristics of
user behaviour to make informed decisions whilst evaluating suspicious users and activities.
Index Terms—hierarchical user profiles, user behaviour analytics, visual analytics, cybersecurity
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Fraudsters in online systems are using increasingly more sophisticated
and complex approaches that are becoming challenging to identify using only rule-based systems [6]. To identify such complex attacks and
fraudulent activities, computational User Behaviour Analytics (UBA)
solutions are gaining increasing interest. These solutions aim to learn
probabilistic models of users’ behaviour through their past activities,
and trigger alerts when users start behaving in unexpected ways. However, human behaviour is complex by nature with many different perspectives to investigate them, and there are legitimate reasons why
users might behave differently. Making effective decisions based on
the results from such computational models is only possible if analysts
have a comprehensive understanding of the intricacies of users’ be-

haviour. The current UBA solutions, however, are limited in providing
such in-depth views into users’ behaviour, and valuable analyst time
is being lost in identifying the causes of the issues and deciding on
whether the signals from the UBA system are indeed problematic cases.
We propose a visual analytics approach to facilitate effective decision
making for cybersecurity analysts through interactive visual analysis of
user behaviour with hierarchical user profiles.
We take a user-centred approach and characterise the problem domain through a study of the goals and the analytical tasks within the
context of UBA systems. We then design a visual analytics framework that encompasses interactive visual hierarchical and multifaceted
user profiles to help investigate the various perspectives of user behaviour concurrently. Our approach involves the extraction of common
user tasks to summarise user behaviour, identification of groups of
users with similar behaviour as evidenced through their tasks, and construction of interactive visual hierarchical user profiles to support the
multifaceted summarisation and comparative analysis of users and their
respective groups. In order to provide rich profiles of users’ activities,
we discuss how various measures can be put together and introduce
a topic modelling based approach to extract user tasks from logs of
action sequences. These tasks are then incorporated into a clustering
algorithm that enables us to extract groups of users together with their
dominant tasks to inform analysts on the potential roles that the groups
might have. We then present our visualisation and interaction designs
that we devise to facilitate an analysis process where users and their
behaviour are central. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach
through a number of use cases conducted as a multidisciplinary team
and discuss the limitations observed. To summarise, our contributions
in this paper include:
• Domain characterisation for interactive visual UBA solutions
• Interactive visual hierarchical user profiles that provide a multifaceted overview of users’ behaviour
• Text analysis techniques based clustering and summarisation technique to infer users’ tasks from logs of action sequences
• Novel visual representations and interactions to investigate users’
activities at multiple levels
• A visual analytics framework that enables the exploratory and
investigative analysis of users’ behaviour and suspicious sessions
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2.1

R ELATED W ORK
Modelling User Profiles

Model building uses data collected from user activities in digital systems such as application logs and clickstream data. There has been
much research working on insider threat detection with user profiles [25, 35]. A common approach is to build a profile based on
statistical features of the collected data in relation to the user and perform statistical tests to detect a threat [42]. More sophisticated methods
consider sequences of events rather than single-value statistics such as
one-step Markov [14] (one-step transition probability between adjacent
events), hybrid multi-step Markov [20] and sequence matching [22]
(computing similarity between the sequence and the profile). In this
paper, we do not only apply descriptive statistics on simple data characteristics for building user profiles, but also use machine learning to
extract latent features as user tasks from sequences of actions that users
perform.
We can turn to the literature on general-purpose event sequence
analysis for extracting tasks, or more general patterns, from actions.
Events that co-occur frequently can be extracted [2, 39]. A limitation
of these algorithms is the large number of resulting set of similar
patterns, making it challenging to interpret. Several techniques can
be applied to address this issue: adding constraints such as temporal
context and concurrency [32], adding pattern ranking criteria [12], and
exclusion criteria [26]. Chen et al. [10] produce patterns that minimise
the difference between the patterns and the original data sequence. Our
paper uses topic modelling [4] to extract patterns of actions for building
hierarchical user profiles.

2.2

Visualising User Profiles

Adar propose DTWExplorer [1] to visualise and compare different
searching behaviour of Internet users over time. Gotz and Wen [15]
apply rule-based pattern detection methods for user behaviour analysis
and provide visualisation recommendation by inferring users’ intention.
Wang et al. [40] employ hierarchical clustering to clickstream data to
detect the popular behaviours and visualise the results with hierarchical visualisation. Since the user behaviour data is often multivariate,
Rzeszotarski propose CrowdScape [34] multivariate visualisation to
visualise the crowd-sourcing workers’ behaviour and analyse their behaviour patterns and performance. Cadez et al. [5] use the first-order
Markov Chain clustering algorithm to analyse user behaviour patterns
and visualise each clusters with a sequence visualisation method. These
techniques, however, are limited in understanding user behaviour at
different levels of granularity. To address this, we also apply cluster
analysis based on the similarity of the tasks, but as a step to build a
hierarchical user profile. We then visualise the resulting clusters along
with the task distributions to represent users’ behaviour.
Cybersecurity has become an important application domain in visual
analytics research [37]. Colombe and Stephens [11] are among the
earliest to visualise the statistical profiling for identifying malicious
insider attacks in Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Combining the
netflow, IDS logs data, Chen et al. [9] use an entropy-based method
to calculate and visualise the dynamic user behaviours. More specific
profiling of routing behaviours [17], port usages [36] are proposed
to identify special types of anomaly user behaviours. Li et al. [24]
visualised the user behaviour categories with a calendar visualisation
and investigate the network user behaviour with customised features,
such as duration and packet number. Chen et al. [8] construct a user
behaviour map to visualise the dynamic user behaviour and profile
the users based on their territories and trajectories. The work that is
most related to ours is from Legg [23]. Their paper also takes a visual
analytics approach in building user profiles for detecting insider threats.
However, there are key differences between the two pieces of work.
In their data, user role is given, which plays an important role in their
analysis workflow. In our case, we need to extract user tasks from
action sequences as a step towards establishing the roles that a user
may have. Distinctively, our work builds hierarchical user profiles to
support a range of analysis tasks at session, user and user group levels.
3

D OMAIN C HARACTERISATION

This project is conducted within the context of a multi-disciplinary EU
funded research project and a user-centred approach [30, 31] has been
followed in the design and development of the solutions we present
in this paper. Here, we first describe the problem context, explain our
methodology in characterising the domain and abstract out analytical
goals and tasks that inform further development.
3.1

Problem Context

Overview. In the wider context of the aforementioned project, the
interest is on building and deploying UBA solutions that are capable
of identifying and investigating fraudsters who are increasingly using
complex methods to circumvent rule-based detection methods [6], and
disguise themselves as legitimate users and mimic their activities. The
overall idea with such UBA solutions is to build a probabilistic, multicriteria scoring mechanism that evaluates incoming sessions from all
the users considering their personalised, local models. However, due
to the complexity of human behaviour, making decisions regarding the
sessions or the users solely based on the scores from the UBA model
is not possible. Analysts often need to perform in-depth investigations
of the sessions and of the users that are marked as unusual, consider
the various facets of their behaviour and evaluate sessions within the
historical context of users. Moreover, a comprehensive understanding
of human behaviour is needed to be able to adapt the models to the
idiosyncrasies of different users.
Specific Context and Data. In the context of this paper, we work
with a UBA model (designed, built and being used by one of the

co-author’s organisation) that operates on the logs that comprise of sequences of actions carried out by the users of an administrative interface
of a login and security server. The log data is split into sessions, each
containing an ordered list of timestamped actions performed by the user
conducting that session. In each session, particular tasks are conducted
and actions are performed by the user. Actions in this context are semantically labelled and functionally relevant activities, e.g., managing
users and/or organisations with actions such as “CreateLoginArea”,
“SearchUsr”, “DisplayOrgaDetails” or performing some intermediate
actions such as “CloseTab” and “Cancel”.
Each session here is then a data record with the attributes: clock
time to indicate the start and end, User ID to indicate the performer,
other meta information such as browser and operating system, and the
sequence of actions (labels) and when each action took place within
the session. In addition to these, we also get the anomaly score that
is provided by the underlying UBA with 1 being an unusual and 0
a normal session. The data set that we work with here comprises of
19,351 sessions performed by 1,670 users within a 15 day time window
using 305 unique action types. Although we use this specific data set in
this paper, the form of the data is representative of log based solutions
used for behaviour modelling in many other domains [13, 33].
Terminology. We define the following terms in the paper.
• Action: A semantically labelled, functionally relevant activity
identified for logging within an application
• Session: Data log record that captures the actions performed
within a fixed duration
• User: The user of the application who performs the actions within
a session
• Analyst: The experts who analyse the sessions logs and the alerts
from the UBA model, i.e., users of the visual analytics solution
described here
3.2 Externalising Goals and Tasks
We describe our methodology used in understanding analysts’ goals
and their tasks before presenting them in a structured form.
3.2.1 Methodology
To understand the application domain, we conducted a series of workshops with analysts, who all are familiar with the types of investigation
mentioned above. Three of them have more than 10 years of experience, and the other two have around 5 years of experience. The initial
sessions are primarily to understand the current working process, make
observations and informal interviews where the analysts demoed how
they interpret the signals stemming from the UBA model and how they
investigate sessions. Observations and findings from these sessions
not only informed the designs in this work, but also the recent work
produced by the same team [7,30,31]. These papers and our work share
the same initial context with an overall user behaviour understanding
goal but have different foci and approach. In these earlier work, the focus was primarily on understanding the individual sessions and unusual
actions, and with our approach in this paper, we direct our interest to
users and user groups.
Based on these observations, we identify goals and tasks, design and
implement initial versions of the solutions, present them to the analysts
in follow-up sessions (in some cases, some designs were discussed
in isolation), and gather feedback to iteratively improve the designs.
As a multidisciplinary team of visualisation researchers and analysts,
we eventually conduct analysis sessions, where we identify potentially
interesting cases (presented as part of Section 6) and clarify the use
cases further.
3.2.2 Analytical Goals and Tasks
Here, we externalise our observations from the domain characterisation
sessions described above. In the context of this problem domain, we
observe that the analysts have three overarching goals where a number
of analytical tasks need to be accomplished.
G1 – Identify and characterise groups of users with similar roles.
A critical mechanism for the evaluation of the activities of a user is to

investigate their behaviour in comparison to users with similar roles. To
accomplish this, analysts need to identify a group of users that perform
similar tasks, understand the characteristics of the kinds of activities
performed by the group, and infer the potential roles of the group by
investigating the characteristics of their high-level behaviour.
T1 Summarise a user group through the behaviour of its users. In
order to understand the high-level characteristics of a group, analysts need to investigate the combined behaviour of its members
through an overview of the tasks they perform and the aggregate statistics as computed from all the sessions conducted by
the group. Examples: investigate whether there are dominant
tasks for a group or no clear common tasks; observe the feature
aggregates for distinctive activities or working patterns.
T2 Compare multiple user groups. To better understand the groups,
analysts need to compare and identify the differentiating characteristics within them. Examples: investigate which tasks occur
distinctively for a group or shared across several; look for differences in the statistical features, e.g., a group with unusual working
hours.
G2 – Identify and explore users of interest. Analysts routinely explore large collections of sessions performed by the users with the aim
of building an understanding of the common and unusual characteristics
of users and identify unusual users for further investigation.
T3 Summarise a user through its characteristic behaviour. Individuals have idiosyncratic ways in which they use a system and
analysts need to build a multifaceted understanding of user behaviour to be able to make decisions when they work on individual
cases and when they are developing/improving the UBA models. Examples: observe simple behaviour characteristics such as
which times of day the system is used; understand which actions
are performed in what frequency to complete different tasks
T4 Compare multiple users. Analysts often investigate several users
(which could be from the same group or organisation, or any
collection of users) simultaneously and need to compare their
characteristics to identify users with distinct behaviour or working patterns overall or for a particular time period. Examples:
compare the working hours of a user to the other members of the
same group; compare the activities of several users in a given
temporal frame and check for deviation.
T5 Compare a user with a group. The group level aggregates provide
the high-level characteristics of a group of users and analysts
need to assess how expected the behaviour of a user is given the
characteristics of the group. Examples: for any unusual task for
a user given their own historical data, check if that activity is
common for their respective groups; assess if a user is different
to the overall group characteristics.
G3 – Identify and investigate sessions of interest. Analysts need to
identify unusual sessions either visually or through the computational
models, and they need to perform in-depth investigations of the suspicious activities and make decisions on whether these are indeed events
that need further action.
T6 Compare a session with a user’s typical behaviour. When a
session is flagged as anomalous, a key task is to compare what
happens in the session to the overall behaviour of that user and
also to the group that the user belongs to. Examples: check if the
types of actions conducted in a session fall under the usual tasks
of the user; check if the properties of the session, such as duration
and action rate, are usual for that user.
T7 Compare multiple sessions. Often, multiple sessions from a single
user or from several users need to be compared to evaluate the
sessions or to be able to deeply understand the activities conducted
by the users. Examples: compare the scores of multiple highlyscoring sessions, i.e., suspicious sessions, and check for action
types that might help explain the consistent high scores; compare
sessions from multiple users (e.g., of the same group) and evaluate
a single session in comparison to sessions from other users.

4 I NTERACTIVE V ISUAL H IERARCHICAL U SER P ROFILES
Our approach supports the hierarchical and multifaceted analysis of
users and their activities, which are summarised in the three highlevel analytic goals and seven tasks identified earlier. The approach
involves the design and development of (1) extraction of common
user tasks to summarise user behaviour, (2) identification of groups of
users with similar behaviour as evidenced through their tasks, and (3)
interactive visual hierarchical user profiles to support the multifaceted
summarisation and comparative analysis of groups, users and sessions.
The core concept of our approach is hierarchical user profiles that
characterise the behaviour of both individual users and groups of similar
users in terms of their behaviour (Sect. 4.1) in an integrated manner. In
order to profile individual users, we first determine a series of features
some of which are explicitly available and others computationally
derived. To be able to effectively characterise the behaviour of users
and groups, we extract common user tasks, activities that are frequently
conducted by users in certain roles, through a computational method
involving topic modelling (Sect. 4.2) and identify groups of users
with similar behaviour with the help of these tasks (Sect. 4.3). We
then incorporate the results of these computational methods within
novel interactive visualisations of user clusters (Sect. 4.4), user profiles
(Sect. 4.5), and user tasks (Sect. 4.6). All of these views are then
integrated within a linked, multi-view visual analytics framework called
VASABI (Sect. 5) to support the hierarchical and multi-faceted analysis
of user groups, users, and their sessions.
4.1 Building Hierarchical User Profiles
Behaviour of users in digital systems is largely determined by different
roles that they have in their organisations. Each role could be responsible for several tasks. As a result, users’ actions in the systems are likely
to reflect the tasks they need to regularly perform. In certain cases,
these roles and tasks could be part of the data; when this is not the case,
more complex methods must be employed to extract such information.
In this section, we describe hierarchical user profiles as the core concept of our visual analytics approach; we describe the features that are
used to build a user profile, the enrichment of the profiles with latent
features and two visualisation designs that address the elicited tasks.
4.1.1 Individual User Profiles
The user profiles combine three levels of features based on the different
cases of feature availability: inherent features that are explicitly
available, derived features that can be directly extracted from the data
through the use of standard statistical measures and latent features
that are not directly available for extraction, but would require more
sophisticated methods to reveal underlying, latent characteristics of
user behaviour. Here, we consider the data in our application context
and list the various features we put into use:
Inherent features. Features that describe the low-level characteristics of how users utilise the application. These features are often
explicit and provided as meta-data within the session records.
• Browser used in the session
• IP Address through which the session is conducted
• Operating System running on the user’s computer
Derived Features. Features that are derived through straightforward statistical computations considering the distribution of actions in
sessions and the distribution of sessions over users, together with any
other explicitly derived metric such as model derived scores.
• Session duration / length as a measure of time taken in the session
and the count of actions performed
• Total Sessions as a statistic on how active the user is
• Total Unique Actions as a measure on how diverse is a user in the
actions they perform
Latent Features. Features that provide in-depth understanding
into the behaviour of users through the application of a sophisticated
computation, such as modelling and clustering.
• Anomaly Score for individual sessions as provided by the UBA
system to indicate the normality of a session

• Topic modelling-based user tasks to extract high-level tasks from
raw actions (as detailed in Sect. 4.2).
4.1.2

Group Profiles

Group profiles refer to the higher level aggregations of characteristics
of users. In order to construct these profiles, users of similar traits are
identified through a clustering method explained in Sect. 4.3, and the
features of individual users (those described above) are aggregated for
each group. Overall, a group profile comprises three key elements:
aggregated feature statistics depicting the joint characteristics of the
group in terms of the inherent and derived features of individuals, task
profiles depicting the most frequent tasks conducted by the group, and
representative users chosen as members that are of particular interest
for further analysis (using criteria as discussed in Sect. 4.4). Combined
together, group and user profiles help address the analysis goals G1 and
G2. Moreover, a user profile also characterises how typical sessions
look like, allowing comparison at session level (addressing G3).
4.2

Extracting User Tasks with Topic Modelling

In this section, we discuss our approach in mining sequences of user
actions to extract user tasks, one of the aforementioned latent features.
One challenge in the mining of such tasks is to handle the noise in
the data. During a task, a user may perform unintended actions due to
incompetence or carelessness. There could also be different but similar
ways to complete the same task. This challenge makes approaches that
model a task as a strictly ordered sequence of actions [31, 39] limited.
Therefore in this work, we consider a task as a set of related actions that
commonly appear in a session. Tasks then can be extracted by a classic
item-sets mining algorithm [2]; however, this approach often leads to a
high number of patterns, and is sensitive to a predefined threshold that
determines what frequent co-occurance means.
We take a text mining approach, considering each session as a document and each action as a word. We apply topic modelling using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) technique [4] to extract latent topics in the
set of session documents. The resulting topics are sensitive to a number
of parameters: alpha, beta and the number of topics. To tune the parameters for a high quality set of topics, we use a visualisation assisted
LDA ensemble technique [7] that guides the interactive selection of the
best topics from multiple runs with different parameters. Each topic is
modelled as a probability distribution of all words in the vocabulary; for
instance, { (SearchUser, 0.6), (DisplayUser, 0.3), (UpdateUserDetails,
0.1) }, and each document is modelled as a probability distribution of
all these extracted topics. In each session, a user normally performs a
few tasks and each task typically consists of a few actions. This analogy
motivates us to map each topic as a task. For our dataset, 13 topics are
extracted, representing 13 common tasks.
4.3

Clustering Users based on their Tasks

To provide a semantic characterisation of users (addressing G1), we
classify them based on the tasks they perform. From the output of
topic modelling, a session can be modelled as a vector of tasks: si =
(pi1 , pi2 , ..., pik ), where pi j is the probability of task j occuring in
session si , with k as the total count of tasks. A user u can then be
modelled as a mean of its session vectors: u = m1 ∑m
i si , where m is the
number of sessions performed by u.
However, there is a logical issue with adding session vectors. pi j
indicates how probable task j occurs in session si , but it could be
misleading to compare the probability of the same task between two
sessions. For instance, p11 = 0.5 means 50% of what happens in
session 1 is about task 1, and p21 = 0.3 means 30% of what happens in
session 2 is about task 1. But it cannot be inferred that session 1 has
more activities of task 1 than session 2 due to the difference in their
number of actions. Therefore, we classify the probability based on a
particular threshold θ to indicate whether a task occurs in a session
or not. Formally, si = (bi1 , bi2 , ..., bik ), where bi j = 1 if pi j ≥ θ and
bi j = 0 otherwise. This binary transformation also allows a more
interpretable representation of the user vector: u = (t1 ,t2 , ...,tk ), where
ti is the proportion of the user’s sessions where task i occurs. Choosing
the threshold θ is a challenging trade-off: small θ leads to too many
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number of sessions, since users with both many sessions and higher between users, but very different in terms of starting time.
median scores are of utmost interest.
To enable the comparison of multiple clusters, their visual summaries 4.5.2 Analysis of Sessions in the Context
are stacked together (Fig. 3) as in a matrix. This makes it possible to
compare the involvement of user groups between different tasks. For In the investigation of an anomalous session, it is crucial to analyse
instance, as seen in Fig. 3, Task T1 appears in most of user groups; it within the context of the user performing the session so that any
whereas, Task T8 is not common for any groups. The less frequent deviation from the user’s typical behaviour will be effectively spotted
tasks, small circles, can be filtered out to accelerate the observation of (addressing T6). We support this by enabling comparison between the
more probable tasks. Highlighted horizontal and vertical background sessions of interest and their corresponding user profiles that are built
from all sessions performed by the same users. Sessions of interest
accompany mouse movement to improve the reading of alignments.
After gaining an understanding of user groups, the most natural next are superimposed on top of the visual profiles as small orange dots.
step is to drill down to a particular group or user. The visualisation A random noise is added to the vertical position of the dots to avoid
allows triggering this further investigation by clicking on the group overplotting. Fig. 4 shows that the distribution of the orange dots is
representation or the rectangular user glyph. We explain how such roughly the same as the shaded area of the profiles, which indicates that
the sessions of interest are similar to what the users typically do. The
selection affects other views in the following sections.
slightly deviated session is the session with highest score from Black
Goliath, which is manually annotated with a blue circle in Fig. 4.
4.5 Visualising User Profiles
With such a compact representation, it is essential to equip the
This section discusses the visual design of user profiles to support the visualisation with interaction to support further investigation. Mouse
identification and exploration of both users and sessions of interest hovering a session (indicated as red dot) highlights the same session
(addressing G2, G3).
on other features, enabling to observe different features concurrently.
For example, in Fig. 4, hovering the session with the highest score
4.5.1 Visual Summary and Comparison of User Profiles
from Black Goliath reveals that there are no deviations in other features:
As discussed earlier, our user profile consists of multiple features that short length and duration, typical starting time ranges and using the
model different characteristics of user behaviour. Thus, it is essential same operating system and browser. It is also possible to brush a
for analysts to observe many features of user profile concurrently (ad- range of sessions, possibly from multiple users, to explore and compare
dressing T3). For each feature, we use a small chart to show a summary their features (addressing T7). For instance, in Fig. 4, sessions that
of the user’s sessions and concatenate the charts vertically to produce a started late from Asylum and Bloodshed are selected for exploration.
compact representation of a user profile. The visual profiles are then One important next step is to investigate what actually happened in
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Fig. 4. Visualisation of user profiles. Each row is a visual profile for a user, consisting of visual summary of multiple features. These users belong to
the same group, G0, whose profile is placed at the top. Sessions of interest (external input) are shown as orange dots and the slightly deviated one
is manually highlighted here with a blue circle.

those sessions besides the meta features. To support that, the selected
sessions are also displayed in the Timeline view (described in Sect. 5.2)
allowing the examination of the performed actions in temporal order.
4.6 Visualising User Tasks
User tasks, extracted from user actions, reveal the operational characteristic of the user. They reflect what happen in the sessions but
with a higher abstraction than individual actions, supporting analysts
in gaining an overall understanding. The visualisation of user profiles
discussed in Sect. 4.5 shows the distribution of tasks across sessions
within a profile. With this view here, we provide a detailed view of
tasks and facilitate task comparison.
As discussed earlier in Sect. 4.2, each task is modelled as a probability distribution over all actions. The value indicates the probability
that an action is used in a particular task. According to the domain
experts, tasks are typically completed with a few actions. Therefore, to
describe how tasks are commonly performed, we use only the five most
probable actions of each task. We also limit the minimum probability
to exclude ‘weak’ actions (0.1 or 10% in our dataset).
Fig. 5 visualises the extracted tasks. Each task is shown as a set of
equal-sized squares, each for an action, coloured based on the action’s
group. Sect. 5.4 will discuss how we derive the grouping and colourmap.
The number on the left of each task indicates the task ID, which is
consistent with the tasks shown in the User Profiles view, allowing an
efficient cross lookup. For instance, the first row in Fig. 5 shows Task
0 consisting of 2 actions in the green group, one action in the purple
group and two actions in the yellow group.
The left of the view shows two statistics: the distribution of tasks
within a specific set of sessions of interest (darker bars) and the dis-

tribution of tasks in a relevant larger context for comparison (lighter
bars). The larger context is dynamic based on the specific input. Some
examples of useful comparison are: (1) user groups vs. all users in the
dataset, (2) users vs. all users in their group, and (3) sessions vs. all
sessions from the same user. The comparison between different levels
of details is made possible due to our hierarchical user profile concept.
For instance, Fig. 5 shows that Task 10 is more popular than Task 9
(lighter bars) in the entire dataset. But, for this specific group, Task 9 is
much more dominant.
5

FOR UNDER S TA NDING USER

This section presents an integration of the three profile-oriented visualisations described earlier into a visual analytics environment for
facilitating exploration of user behaviour, and identification and explanation of unusual activities.
5.1

Session Overview

For a large dataset, an overview revealing the distribution of data with
different perspectives is of importance. This is, howevre, not the main
focus of our approach but we still provide such an overview along the
temporal dimension. Fig. 1 (middle row) shows a distribution of all sessions in the entire dataset over time with a histogram. Moreover, each
bar is coloured coded by the median anomaly score of all corresponding
sessions within the bar. When a group or user is selected in the User
Cluster view, their sessions are highlighted in the histogram (brown
colour). Several patterns can be observed in the Session Overview of
Fig. 1. First is a typical working hour pattern: there is much less data
over the weekends and the peaks are around the middle of working
days. A more surprising pattern is the large number of sessions occurred at midnight in almost every single day. Notably, on average,
those sessions have higher scores than others (darker bars). Sessions of
interest can be selected for further exploration in other views. Sect. 5.3
details this linking capability.
5.2

Fig. 5. Visualisation of user tasks. Each task is shown as a set of
coloured squares, each representing a dominant action in the task. On
the left, two task distributions are shown using lighter and darker grey,
enabling comparison, e.g., single user vs. all other users in a group.

VASABI: V ISUAL A NALYTICS
B EHAV I OUR

Session Timeline

We reuse the timeline in our previous work [31] (with simplified functionality) to support the exploration of actions. This Session timeline
view (Fig. 1 – bottom) allows exploration of the sessions in detail to
investigate the actions that took place and to gain a closer understanding
of how user tasks are accomplished. Actions in a session are shown
along a time axis according to when they happen. Each action is shown
as a rectangular glyph, coloured by the action’s group (the generation
of the colourmap is detailed in Sect. 5.4). Actions can be positioned
proportionally by their timestamps or sequentially by their temporal
order to avoid overlapping. By having a compact representation of
a session, it is possible to stack multiple session timelines to enable
comparison (addressing T7).

Colour Mappings for
Signiﬁcant Action Clusters
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Fig. 6. A semi-automated clustering approach is used for the simplification of the colourmapping. A word2vec representation is fed into the
t-SNE algorithm to find a projection of actions where action similarities
are preserved (as much as possible) in the resulting 2D space. We then
use this embedding and the action labels to manually identify 9 groups
and map distinct colours to each. The rest of actions are assign to the
same colour (group 10).

6

E VALUATION

In this section, we first describe the design of our study and follow by
discussing our findings.
6.1

6.2
5.3

Interaction between Views in VASABI

The five visualisations described earlier (User Groups, User Profiles,
User Tasks, Session Overview, and Session Timeline) and an interactive
action legend are combined to form a visual analytics system, called
VASABI. This section reviews, unifies and highlights the interaction
that enables our coordinated views to work together to boost their own
capabilities. In short, all views are highly linked together, including the
legend. When mouse hovering an action in the Timeline view or a task
in the Task view, corresponding actions are highlighted in the legend
for efficient lookup.
VASABI supports filtering based on group/user and time. When
a group or a user in the User Groups view is selected, corresponding sessions are highlighted in the Session Overview. Moreover, the
most relevant users (ranked based on the relevance metric described
in Sect. 4.4) of the selected group are displayed in the User Profiles
view. When a time window is selected from the Session Overview, the
filtered sessions are considered of interest and displayed as orange dots
on top of the Profile view. These sessions can be selected for further
investigation in the Timeline view. Note that, at any time, the tasks
from the filtered sessions are shown as dark bars in the Task view for
comparison with the task distribution from a larger context (such as
users vs. group). In Sect. 6, we demonstrate how these views are used
by domain experts to analyse operational datasets.
5.4

Semi-automated Colourmap Generation

This section explains how we group actions and assign a colour to each
group. We decide to only colour code the most ‘dominant’ actions
in the dataset and assign all other actions to the same colour (grey).
Therefore, we select actions that represent user tasks as identified
in Sect. 4.2, which lead to a total of 26 unique actions. Taking a
text mining approach, we apply the word2vec [29] algorithm to the
entire document (i.e., session) collection. As a result, each document is
transformed into a high-dimensional vector. These vectors are projected
onto a 2D space using the t-SNE algorithm [27] as shown in Fig. 6.
Based on this projection and the meaning of action labels, together
with a domain expert, we manually cluster these 26 actions into 9
groups. All actions in one group share the same colour, which is chosen
from ColorBrewer’s Set 3 of qualitative colours [19]. Our approach
combine the strengths of both automated machine learning and valuable
domain knowledge to produce a meaningful clustering analysis. This
colourmap generation step is completed outside of the VASABI system.

Evaluation Design

As part of the user-centred design process, we conducted a user evaluation session to understand how our interactive visual hierarchical user
profile approach and the resulting VASABI tool help domain experts
perform analysis tasks using operational datasets. We recruited two
cybersecurity experts who are both working in the organisation that
provided the datasets. They are familiar with the data and were involved
in one of the design workshops, thus having some prior knowledge of
the VASABI tool.
The participants were all introduced to the tool in about 45 minutes.
During this time, we walked the experts through the interface and
functionality of VASABI. We also explained the technical details in
response to questions. The experts were then asked to complete a
comprehensive task. The task was to use VASABI to characterise user
groups, to identify users of interest and to investigate unusual sessions.
We used two comparable datasets that include logs collected from two
similar applications. One of the datasets was used to design VASABI
as described in Sect. 3 (this was used by Expert 1 – E1). The second
dataset has 14,929 sessions with 296 unique actions and performed by
1,422 users (this was used by Expert 2 – E2).
Evaluation Findings

Overall, the security experts found the VASABI tool useful and easy
to use. It helped them perform analysis tasks with operational datasets.
The multiple characteristics of user profiles enabled them to build a
more comprehensive understanding of user behaviour and made them
more confident in their analyses. The experts commented that the
tool help them explain cases that would not otherwise be possible and
reduce analysis time; therefore, it would be an effective addition to their
current toolbox. To substantiate these claims, the following subsections
present detailed findings according to the three parts of the task as also
aligned with the three goals that VASABI is designed for.
6.2.1

Understanding Groups of Users

Both experts made use of the User Groups view and the User Profiles
view heavily to explore features of the generated group profiles, with
slightly different strategies. At start up, the User Profiles view is loaded
with profiles of all groups. E1 took that advantage and examined all
features for each group. He recognised the difference between group
G9 and other user groups (Fig. 7). Users in G9 perform many more
sessions with many more unique actions. They start late, close to midnight and use Firefox heavily. E1 also used the Task view to understand
what the tasks are about. He thought all the tasks made sense except
for one task that contained trivial actions such as TabBar and CloseTab.
For the study with E2, we removed those actions before applying topic
modelling. E2 used the User Groups view first to understand how
different tasks associated with user groups. She then selected each
group to examine the features of the group together with features of its
most relevant users.
6.2.2

Exploring Users of Interest

We provide examples of interesting users that were found in the study.
E1 selected G9 in the User Groups view to further examine this group.
User Deadpool caught E1’s attention with a huge number of sessions
and the majority of their scores are high (Fig. 1). These sessions were
highlighted in the Session Overview. E1 selected a short duration and
observed that many sessions happened at the same time. He moved the
time window brush to several peaks in the Session Overview and see
the same behaviour. Moreover, the sessions seem to cover almost all
tasks, indicative of a very wide spectrum of activities, which is highly
unexpected for normal users. E1 considered that this user was highly
suspicious. E1 appreciated the use of brushing to effectively compare
profiles between different time windows.

Fig. 7. Exploring multiple features of user groups. Group G9 stands out as abnormal: its users perform many sessions with a high number of unique
actions. The sessions have high anomaly scores, start late and have different browser distribution compared to other groups.

In a second example, E2 inspected group G1 because it has the
highest number of a task that E2 found interesting: SearchUser, UnLockUser and ResetPwdUnlock. User Khoryphos appeared to be suspicious as it used a large number of unique actions than the group average
and had high anomaly scores (Fig. 8). The most interesting observation
with this user was the equally frequent use of both the mobile and the
desktop version of the application. E2 thought that this was unusual.
6.2.3

Investigating Sessions of Interest

We follow up the two suspicious users above to examine their sessions.
E1 brushed sessions in different tasks from Deadpool to explore (Fig. 1
– Session Timeline). These sessions are short and succinct but cover
many different unique actions. This raised suspicion that this might be
a scripted event. E1 guessed that this might be a shared account that
is shared between several users and likely to be used within scripted
activities to perform certain regular tasks. Such activities are against
the policy and can be labelled for further investigation.
E2 selected a one-week window and explore the sessions. As mentioned earlier, Khoryphos used two different operating systems (OS)
and E2 investigated this aspect further. She clicked on each OS bar
to select sessions only from a specific OS. Fig. 9 composes sessions
from these two sets together for easy comparison. It is clear that in the
first OS, Khoryphos only performed one single task – unlocking users.
However, with the second OS, Khoryphos performed many different
tasks (evidenced in both the Task Overview and the Task barchart). E2
confirmed that this user may violate working policy.
6.3

Key take-aways

Here we list a number of key take-aways from the observations made:
• Evaluating sessions in multiple levels is a critical activity. Assessing a particular action is only possible when evaluated within the
context of the user and the user’s potential roles and groups.
• Meta-data is critical in making the decisions as they are well
known to the domain experts and should be treated as first-class
information in the visual profiles, hence our emphasis on the
meta-data in our visual representation.
• The derived tasks (extracted using an ensemble LDA based approach [7]) are critical in informing decisions. However, we
observed reservation towards some of the derived tasks which
could hinder trust and adoption. Analyst driven, semi-manual task
derivation approaches could be applied to enhance familiarity and
robustness, which in turn faciliates the adoption of the approach.
• The chosen representative users for groups are key influencers in
the interactive analysis of groups. Alternative ways of choosing
representative users need to be considered and consulted with
experts to best fit the particularities of the domain.
7
7.1

D ISCUSSION
User Profiles

The feature list we identified is suitable for our dataset but is not
exhaustive. Currently, the features are hard-coded in the tool. Different
analysts may have different strategies in assessing relevant features,

so they may want to adjust them. To make the tool easily transferable
to other datasets, the features should be configurable in the interface.
More conveniently, the tool should provide a simple way to define a
new metric.
We currently leave out an important feature: IP address. In the User
Profiles view, it is not ideal to visualise IP address as a categorical
attribute like browser and operating system because of two issues. First
is the number of different IPs that a group of users use can be high.
Second is the fact that IPs have subnet relationship and geolocation.
Therefore, having a compact visualisation of IPs that can be fit into the
User Profiles view is an interesting challenge. We experimented with
the use of Hilbert curves to visualise IP address and apply interaction to
drill down the space (see supplementary material for details). However,
for a small display estate in our case, it does not work perfectly yet.
Another idea is to group IP addresses, for instance, by country.
The User Profiles view is currently able to show 10 – 20 profiles. To
complement this scalability issue, more interesting profiles are shown
at the top based on a relevance metric. Currently we use a simple metric
to estimate the relevance of users for ranking sessions. This approach
might not be able to pick up subtle signals such as in a hijack cases, i.e.,
cases where user sessions normally have low scores with high scores
in just a few sessions. Exploring different metrics such as variance
of scores could be useful here. It would also be useful to provide
additional sorting options such as by feature values (e.g., decreasing
average anomaly score). Filtering profiles based on numerical ranges
or categories of features is likely to make searching for relevant profiles
more efficient.

7.2

Task Extraction with Topic Modelling

The current use of topic modelling to extract tasks does not consider
the session lengths well. For long sessions, there could be more than
three tasks taking place concurrently, exceeding our chosen threshold.
One approach is to segment the sessions and consider each segment as
a document. This would also help reduce noise between tasks.
In the dataset demonstrated in this paper, 13 topics are extracted
as tasks. In a different dataset or a different application, users may
perform more tasks, thus the topic modelling process is expected to
generate a larger number of topics to match them. We observe that our
designs for the Task Overview, User Groups and User Profiles views
are still effective with about 25 – 30 tasks. Note that the number of
tasks does not determine the number of colours generated in Sect. 5.4.
When the number of tasks is higher, we argue that the primary concern
becomes whether the extracted tasks are useful or meaningful. In such
cases, the tasks become highly granular and fail to provide the highlevel understanding that one expects them to provide. If the topics
contain limited semantics due to becoming granular, a topic modelling
technique that can find a hierarchy of topics could be helpful [18]. The
clustering algorithm in Sect. 4.3 has the cluster count the same as the
number of topics. As the number of topics grows, it is worth exploring
other techniques such as hierarchical density-based methods [3].

Fig. 8. Exploring users of interest. User Khoryphos appears to be abnormal with high anomaly scores and using both mobile and desktop operating
systems equally frequently.

Fig. 9. Exploring sessions of interest. Selecting sessions from two different operating systems for investigation. There are clear differenences
between the two. Note: This figure is composed from two screenshots to save space.

7.3

Generalizability

Here, we discuss the transferability of our approach to different application domain. Our approach is best fitted to context with the requires
three key characteristics:
1. The lowest level activity in the data should have sufficient semantics to make sense individually; for example, actions such
as DisplayUserDetails and UnlockUser. Based on the four-layer
model of activities [16, 41], we target the action layer, which
has higher semantics than bottom-level events (e.g., keystrokes,
mouse clicks) and lower semantics than sub-tasks and tasks.
Therefore, our approach can be applied to datasets at the same
application level but are unsuitable for datasets at the level of
system events.
2. The data needs to be split into segments – a meaningful unit of
data separation, e.g., session in our dataset. This implies that a
continuous stream of events without any meaningful split is not
applicable to our approach.
3. Each segment should be associated with an actor, which is a user
in our case. This allows us to build the user profile concept based
on a set of segments associated with them.
We argue that the above characteristics are significantly common,
for instance, electronic health records [33] where “actions” are any
event such as drug prescriptions with patients considered as “users” and
“visits” as sessions, or logs from evaluation studies of user interfaces as
is common in visualisation research [13]. These widely applicable notions of “user”, “session” and “action” make our approach transferrable
to other problem and application domains.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate how a visual analytics approach can provide a comprehensive, multifaceted understanding of user behaviour to

facilitate effective decision making in UBA-enabled cybersecurity systems. As a team of cybersecurity experts and visualisation researchers,
we present an abstraction of the goals and the tasks involved in such
systems, and describe our designs to build an interactive visual hierarchical user profile. We developed a topic modelling based approach to
extract latent features that describe the tasks carried out by the users
of the system and made the results of this algorithm a part of the visual analysis process. We performed a text-based clustering using the
extracted tasks to group users based on their similar roles. These two
techniques played important roles in building hierarchical user profiles,
which are then visualised interactively in VASABI. The evaluation with
two cybersecurity experts demonstrated how well the analytical tasks
can be carried out through our visual analytics framework. The experts
were able to use VASABI to characterise user groups, to identify users
of interest and to investigate suspicious sessions in detail. We argue
that visual analytics has significant potential in supporting analysts with
such complex behaviour inferring tasks. With the increasing popularity
of UBA models as inherent parts of any modern cybersecurity systems,
visualisation and visual analytics methods are also likely to become
indispensable components in these solutions. To achieve this, however,
further research and development is needed for solutions that can work
in various decision making scenarios.
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